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Grade 7 Reading 
 

Additional Samples 
 

The BC performance standards for Grade 7 reading consist of rating scales that describe 

student achievement in March-April of a given year and samples illustrating typical tasks and 

student work at all four levels described in the rating scales. 

 

The additional sample tasks for Grade 7 reading included here generally show two examples of 

student work for each task: 

• one that meets expectations at a minimal level 

• one that fully meets expectations 
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Grade 7 Reading Literature 

Sample 1: Summarizing a Fairy Tale 

 

Context 

During a unit on fairy tales and folklore, students had read, listened to, discussed, represented, 

and dramatized several fairy tales and folk tales. They had studied key features of the genres, 

including symbol and theme, and written their own “modern-day” fairy tales. 

 

Process 

Students worked in groups to brainstorm common attributes of fairy tales and sort them under 

headings (e.g., character, plot, symbols, theme). They shared their lists as a class. 

 

Before reading the “The Queen Bee” by the Brothers Grimm, students independently 

completed an anticipation guide and shared their responses. 

 

The teacher provided a template for students to use to record key features of “The Queen 

Bee.” They had used the same template previously for other fairy tales. The teacher reminded 

them that the information should be clear, accurate, and detailed. Students independently read 

“The Queen Bee” and used the template to record key features. 
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MEETS EXPECTATIONS (MINIMAL LEVEL) 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student understood the gist of the selection, but omitted many important details from the 

plot summary. 

 

• describes setting, main characters, events and conflict in general terms; misses some 

connections 

• makes some simple inferences about characters’ motivations and feelings 

• identifies relevant details in response to the task; omits some 
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The following samples show a transcript of the headings in the template and students’ 
responses. It was not possible to reproduce the completed templates. 
 
Story Title: Queen Bee 
 
Author: Unknown 
 
Character Types 
Protagonist: Simpleton 
Antagonist: two brothers 
Underdogs: Simpleton 
Other: (blank) 
 
Setting 
- in the forest 
- the castle 
- in the past 
 
Conflict 
Problem/Wrong Doing 
- to survive successfully in life 
- they have to know what to do/expect 
 
Goal 
Quest for kin 3 
Identity 
Adventure 3 
Justice/Harmony 

Other 3 
 
Quest 
Obstacles 
- the three tasks 
Outcomes 
- one brother was successful 
 
Magical Assistance 
- from the bird, the bees, and the ants 
 
Life Lessons/Themes 
- help others, be kind, and you will most 
likely be successful 
 
Symbols 
stone stands for punishment 
 
Brief Overview of the Plot 
Simpleton looks for his brothers, they are 
trying to survive successfully in life, and they 
must complete the three tasks. the first task is 
to find all the pearls, the second is to get the 
key out of the lake, and the third key is to 
guess the kings youngest daughter. 
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FULLY MEETS EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This is an accurate and complete response to the task, except that the student had some 

difficulty identifying the conflict. 

 

• accurately describes setting, characters, main events, and conflict in own words, and 

explains how they are related 

• makes inferences that show some insight into characters’ motivation and feelings 

• identifies relevant details in response to questions or tasks 

• offers logical but obvious interpretations of the theme or author’s message 
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The following samples show a transcript of the headings in the template and students’ 
responses. It was not possible to reproduce the completed templates. 
 
 
Story Title: Queen Bee 
 
Author: ? 
 
Character Types 
Protagonist: Simpleton 
Antagonist: the 2 elder brothers 
Underdogs: Simpleton 
Other: king, princess, and the little grey man 
 
Setting 
long ago 
 
Conflict 
Problem/Wrong Doing 
the three tasks Simpleton had to do were 
hard 
 
Goal 
Quest for kin  
Identity 
Adventure 3 
Justice/Harmony 3 
Other  
 
Quest 
Obstacles 
to complete the three tasks that the little grey 
man gave him and he can marry princess 
Outcomes 
Simpleton completed all three tasks and 
married the youngest princess. 
 
Magical Assistance 
Simpleton had help from the ants, ducks, and 
bees that he saved before. 
 
Life Lessons/Themes 
If you are kind and generous to others you 
most likely will prosper in the end. 
 

Symbols 
ant stands for defenceless 
the princess stands for things that people ---
-------- 
 
 
Brief Overview of the Plot 

Simpleton went and looked for his two elder 

brothers. He saved some creatures from his 

brothers’ hands. They went to a castle and 

the little grey man gave them each three 

tasks. The two elder brothers failed and was 

turned into stones, but Simpleton got help 

from the creatures he saved and he 

completed his tasks. He married the king’s 

youngest princand also saved his two elder 

brothers.        
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Grade 7 Reading Literature 

 

Sample 2: Analyzing the Main Character in a Myth 

 

Context 

This task was part of a unit on myths. Students had already studied the elements of a myth and 

were now concentrating on the ways in which authors develop character (e.g., description, 

dialogue, actions, choices, reactions, interactions with other characters). The teacher had 

provided a variety of opportunities for students to work collaboratively and independently to 

identify character traits and find supporting evidence. 

 

Process 

The teacher introduced the myth “Arachne” and asked students to make predictions about the 

main character. Students read the myth independently, then discussed it in groups, focusing on 

the main events and the theme. 

 

The teacher provided an outline for a character study (see samples of student work) and asked 

students to reread the myth independently, locating words, phrases, and sentences about the 

main character, Arachne. They then used their notes to write short character summaries. 
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MEETS EXPECTATIONS (MINIMAL LEVEL) 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student was able to describe the character in general terms and offer some supporting 

details from the text. Responses are limited to single examples in some parts of the task. 

 

• describes main character in general terms 

• makes some simple inferences about characters’ motivations and feelings; when asked, 

offers some specific evidence from the text as support 

• identifies relevant details in response to the task; omits some 

• interprets simple themes or messages 

• makes simple and obvious personal connections (e.g., you would not want to be friends) 
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FULLY MEETS EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student identified many ways the author developed the character. Each point is supported 

with references to the selection. 

 

• recognizes and attempts to interpret figurative language 

• accurately describes characters and main events in own words, and explains how they are 

related 

• makes inferences that show some insight into characters’ motivations and feelings; provides 

support with specific evidence from the selection 

• identifies relevant details in response to task 
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Grade 7 Reading Literature 

 

Sample 3: Responding to a Novel 

 

Context 

This assignment was part of a novel study of Island of the Blue Dolphins by Scott O’Dell. The 

other major assignment was writing a journal from the point of view of Karana, the main 

character in the novel. Students in this class had previously completed a novel study of The 

River, by Gary Paulsen, and were accustomed to keeping response journals. 

 

Process 

Students were asked to write a response to a five-chapter section of their choosing. The 

response was to be in two parts: 

 

• Describe the most crucial incidents or occurrences in the section you have chosen. Explain 

how the main characters dealt with events. Discuss whether or not they did the right thing 

and why. Explain what you might have done in a similar situation. 

• Select a character from the section and discuss the challenges and range of emotions that 

she or he is experiencing and the impact this will have on the character if he or she is unable 

to resolve the situation. Give instances when you have had similar decisions to make. Give 

advice to the character in dealing with this situation. 

 

The teacher provided examples of effective responses from previous novel studies. The students 

worked in groups to develop “tips for writing responses,” which they shared as a class. 
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MEETS EXPECTATIONS (MINIMAL LEVEL) 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student clearly understands the basic story, but is weaker on response and analysis, either 

not answering those questions or not supporting her answers. 

 

• describes setting, main characters, events, and conflict in general terms; identifies some 

simple cause-effect relationships 

• makes some simple inferences about characters’ motivations and feelings 

• identifies relevant details in response to the task 

• offers reactions and opinions about the character (they are not always supported, e.g., “I 

personally think she did the right thing.”) 
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FULLY MEETS EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student has supported her inferences and judgments with evidence from the selection. 

 

• accurately describes setting, characters, main events, and conflict in own words 

• makes inferences that show some insight into characters’ motivation and feelings; provides 

support with specific evidence from the selection 

• identifies relevant details in response to the task 

• offers reactions and opinions about the character 
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Grade 7 Reading for Information 

Sample 1: Summarizing and Posing Questions About a 
Magazine Article 

 

Context 

Students had previously worked in pairs to summarize the main ideas, identify topics and 

subtopics, and generate questions based on the article “Crime Science” from Owl magazine. 

The teacher provided guidance and support as required. 

 

Process 

The teacher selected a number of magazines of suitable interest and reading levels for the 

students in the class. Students reviewed what they knew about magazine articles, how they are 

written (e.g., text features, organization, purpose, style), and helpful strategies for finding and 

understanding the information. 

 

Each student chose a magazine, selected and read an article independently, and completed the 

following assignment on a sheet provided (see student samples): 

 

• write one sentence that tells what the article is about 

• list one main topic and the subtopics 

• write two questions related to the topic that the article did not answer 

 

The teacher reminded students to ensure that their answers were complete, accurate, and based 

on information in the chosen article. 

 

Note: This activity is based on an activity suggested on page 125 of the English Language 

Arts K to 7 Integrated Resource Package. 
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MEETS EXPECTATIONS (MINIMAL LEVEL) 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student appeared to understand the author’s main point but he listed it (twice) under 

subtopics rather than as the main topic. 

 

• responses are generally accurate 

• identifies most main ideas 

• some inferences and interpretations are unsupported by evidence from the text (e.g., “his 

friends are mad at him for saying he’s the best.”) 

• makes simple, obvious comparisons of new information with previous knowledge (e.g., 

basketball—Michael Jordan) 
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FULLY MEETS EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student showed clear understanding of the article and an interest in the topic. She was 

genuinely interested in finding the answers to the questions she generated in the last part of the 

task. 

 

• uses text features to locate information (e.g., noticed that Prince Rupert was well outside the 

tornado zone on the map) 

• responses are accurate and complete 

• accurately restates main ideas in own words 

• locates relevant details to respond to task (e.g., dates of devastating tornadoes) 

• compares key ideas in new information with prior knowledge (e.g., generates questions that 

are both beyond the article and beyond personal knowledge) 
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Grade 7 Reading for Information 

 

Sample 2: Making Notes From a Textbook 

 

Context 

Students were studying early peoples in social studies. They frequently used their social studies 

text, Other Places, Other Times, and had completed a variety of previous note-making and 

summarizing activities. 

 

Process 

Students began by working in groups to brainstorm a list of things they already knew about 

early peoples. They then read a chapter in their text that dealt with early peoples. 

 

After students read the chapter independently, they were asked to skim or reread in order to 

complete a chart that would show the progression of primitive peoples to the development of 

agriculture, written records, towns and cities, and the early Mesopotamian culture. The teacher 

emphasized the importance of using specific, detailed, and accurate information to complete the 

chart. 

 

Some students received support for the reading, but were required to complete the chart 

independently. 
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MEETS EXPECTATIONS (MINIMAL LEVEL) 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student had difficulty with both the length of the selection to be read and the length of the 

task. When the student became frustrated, the teacher suggested using subheadings in the text to 

assist in finding relevant information for the chart. 

 

• work lacks detail 

• needs prompting to use text features to locate information 

• responses are generally accurate, but are somewhat vague (e.g., “different skull” mentioned 

under several different headings) and incomplete 

• identifies most main ideas 

• locates some relevant supporting details (e.g., variety of weapons for hunting) 

• uses logical categories (those provided) to make simple notes; does not include enough 

information 
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FULLY MEETS EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student worked independently over an extended period of time to complete a thorough and 

accurate chart. 

 

• uses text features (e.g., headings, diagrams) to locate information 

• responses are accurate and complete 

• accurately restates main ideas in own words 

• locates specific, relevant details (including those in graphics) to respond to task 

• makes accurate, organized notes 
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Grade 7 Reading for Information 

 

Sample 3: Summarizing and Responding to a Newspaper 
Article 

 

Context 

The teacher had previously provided focused instruction and opportunities to practise skimming 

articles for information, identifying key words, and using context clues and dictionaries to deal 

with unfamiliar or specialized terms. 

 

Process 

Students reviewed what they had learned about reading newspaper articles. 

 

The teacher provided copies of a chart for summarizing information that students had previously 

used for other articles, and ensured that students understood what was required in each section. 

 

Each student chose an article from a current issue of the Vancouver Sun to read independently. 

They used the chart provided to summarize information, skimming and rereading as necessary. 

Students were also asked to add their personal responses or comments in the space provided 

on the chart. 
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MEETS EXPECTATIONS (MINIMAL LEVEL) 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student seemed to understand the article, but the response does not fully address the 

requirements of the task—it is a personal opinion about the type of article instead of a personal 

opinion about the content of the article. (“I like this newspaper article because it is mysterious 

and it is about a murder trial.”) 

 

• uses classroom resources (e.g., dictionary) to figure out specialized vocabulary 

• responses to comprehension questions are generally accurate, but parts are incomplete 

• identifies most main ideas, but has difficulty restating them in own words 

• offers simple reactions or judgments (on type of article but not on content) 
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The following samples show a transcript of the headings in the template and students’ 
responses. It was not possible to reproduce the completed templates. 
 
Article: Police have no evidence how 
women were murdered 
Source: The Vancouver Sun 
 
Why I choose this article: 
I chose this article because my friend picked 
it is small it is about a murder case 
 
Strategies Used 
- I used a high lighter to get the key points. 
- I used a dictionary to find the words or 
meanings. 
- I also asked my friend if I don’t understand 
something. 
 
New Words 
- prostitutes 
- advocates 
 
Summary in Point Form 
- 20 women have gone missing since 1995 
while at least 3 others vanished in the year 
before that. 

- police have no evidence that the missing 
women have been murdered. 
- The police keep reviewing this because 
there was a concern from the community. 
- The police found nothing that could indicate 
there is a serial killer involved. 
- families and advocates of the missing 
women are convinced the women are dead. 
- two detectives are currently assigned to the 
missing women files 
- Chambers offered his assurances that he is 
concerned about the cases and the 
department is treating them seriously. 
- however women who have been reported 
missing surfaced in other communitys while 
others had committed suicide. 
 
Response 
I like this newspaper article because it is 
mysterious and it is about a murder trial. I 
also picked this article because I wanted to 
know what is happening and what the police 
is doing about it. 
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FULLY MEETS EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student chose an article that was written in a straightforward manner, but dealt with 

complex issues and posed some challenges. 

 

• checks for understanding; adjusts strategies to deal with specific features of the material 

• uses classroom resources (e.g., dictionary) to figure out specialized and technical 

vocabulary 

• responses are accurate and complete 

• accurately restates main ideas in own words 

• locates relevant details to respond to task 

• makes accurate notes 

• offers simple reactions and judgments, with some reasons 
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The following sample shows a transcript of the headings in the template and students’ 
responses. It was not possible to reproduce the completed templates. 
 
 
 
Article: Organs harvested too quickly 
doctors say 
Source: The Vancouver Sun March 3/99 
 
Why I choose this article: 
I chose it because it sounded quite 
interesting, and also sort of eerie too. I 
thought it would be interesting to read more 
about it. 
 
Strategies Used 
- I scanned over the article. 
- I looked up new words in the dictionary. 
- I sounded out new words. 
 
New Words 
- parliamentary 
- ethical 
- cadavers 
 
Summary in Point Form 
- Ottawa 
- Doctors removing organs from brain dead 
patients while they are still alive 

- This came up in a group of Vancouver 
doctors when a ------------- this to the 
Commons Committee. 
- Tuesday-MP’s presented with question: 
Are too many organs already being 
transplanted? 
- Critics complained it’s a mistake to be 
allowing organs to be removed from brain 
dead patients. 
- Dr. Ruth Oliver-Vancouver psychiatrist 
suffered ----- bleeding at birth—1977 
- called her a miracle patient 
- Told MPs to proceed with caution 
- Dr. Michael Brear—Vancouver practitioner 
told MPs brain death seriously flawed 
 
Response 
I think that this is stupid. If they know that the 
patient is NOT dead, why do they still take 
the organs? Half these people just have to go 
through more pain, but for what? They spend 
money for surgery, and when it doesn’t work 
out right, the doctors just steal their lives, 
although it’s saving another it isn’t the patients 
choice. I think they should try and postpone 
these things, or at least try to tell the patient 
what’s happening.
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Grade 7 Reading for Information 

 

Sample 4: Responding to Personal Narrative 

 

Context 

Students were studying a unit on “Heroes” in English language arts, where they read, discussed, 

summarized, and responded to selections from a variety of genres; wrote about heroes in their 

own lives; created a variety of representations to share their views about heroes; and 

participated in oral presentations. 

 

Process 

Students were asked to think about the words birthday and war by putting the word war in a 

circle on a page and recording all the words and phrases that come to mind, and then doing the 

same thing with the word birthday. They were also asked to think of a situation where the 

words might be used together. Students then independently read an excerpt from Zlata’s Diary 

by Zlata Filipovic. 

 

The teacher outlined the following assignment: 

• Make a three-column chart with headings Sights, Sounds, and Feelings to record the 

pictures or thoughts that formed in your mind as you read. 

• Find statements that show when Zlata felt upset, frightened, confused, and happy. 

• Write a short paragraph on what else you know about Zlata from reading the selection. Do 

you think she is heroic? Why or why not? 

 

Students discussed criteria for their assignment and agreed that effective work would: 

• be accurate, detailed, and complete 

• be supported by evidence from the selection 

• give logical reasons to support reactions and judgments about the character 

 

Note: This activity is based on pages 7-10 of Actions and Reactions (Toronto: Oxford 

University Press, 1998). 
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MEETS EXPECTATIONS (MINIMAL LEVEL) 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student provided some accurate information, but did not include many specific supporting 

details from the selection. 

 

• responses to comprehension questions or tasks are generally accurate, but parts are 

incomplete 

• locates some relevant supporting details, omits some 

• makes simple notes; does not include enough information 

• some inferences and interpretations are unsupported by evidence from the text (e.g., 

“Zlata’s family is very poor.”) 

• offers simple reactions or judgments; reasons are vague (e.g., “I don’t think Zlata was 

heroic because she didn’t really do anything.”) 
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FULLY MEETS EXPECTATIONS 

 

 

Teacher’s Observations 

 

This student’s work is thorough and accurate, showing a good inferential understanding of the 

selection. 

 

• responses to comprehension questions or tasks are accurate and complete 

• locates relevant details to respond to questions or tasks 

• makes accurate, organized notes that reflect all or most of the main ideas 

• supports simple inferences with specific evidence from the text 

• offers simple reactions or judgments, with some reason (e.g., “I think that Zlata is heroic 

because she is a survivor. she stays on the bright side of life.”) 
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